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RDS flush-mounted radio, pure white - Radio receiver for
switching device 228027

Gira
228027
4010337076056 EAN/GTIN

105,84 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Flush-mounted radio RDS System 55 rws 228027 Radio version, combination of basic element with upper housing part, flush-mounted installation type, claw/screw fastening
type, material plastic, material quality thermoplastic, halogen-free, other surface, design of the surface glossy, color white, RAL number ( similar) 9010, RDS flush-mounted
radio with a loudspeaker operating attachment in black glass optics, pure white, satin finish Features: VHF radio with RDS display for flush-mounted installation. The flush-
mounted radio RDS consists of an insert radio with control unit and an insert loudspeaker with cover. The radio insert is compactly housed in a flush-mounted insert and can
therefore be installed in a single device box. The loudspeaker can be installed in combination with the radio insert or separately in a device box. Two loudspeakers can be
connected to the radio insert. The radio automatically recognizes connected loudspeakers and switches between stereo and mono operation. If there is a corresponding RDS
signal, the display of the operating top unit shows the station name, the transmission frequency and the time. The radio is operated using the capacitive buttons on the
operating top unit. Only a light touch on the symbols is required for operation. The RDS flush-mounted radio has two memory slots, on each of which a station can be saved
and retrieved simply by pressing a button. The radio can be connected via the extension input, e.g. B. be switched on with a light switch or an automatic switch together with
the room lighting. External audio sources, e.g. B. MP3 player, are fed into the radio. To connect the external audio source, an additional cinch audio insert is required, which is
connected to the AUX terminals of the radio insert. The insert docking station is connected directly to the stereo AUX input for music playback. In sleep mode, the radio
switches off automatically 30 minutes after switching on. Notes : In combination with other electronic devices under a common cover, reception may be impaired.
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